The Silent War
All around us is a silent war.
It is fought in the spiritual realm but its effects are felt in the spiritual realm.
You are either fighting it or are a victim of it.
The church did not fight it in the spiritual realm but ffought its effects in the physical realm so has
lost the war which is why Christian values no longer rule society and the values of Satan rule.
Such things as abortion, same-sex marriage, Gay rights and gender change amongst children are rife
in countries where Satan has ruled and is coming in other countries that do not spiritually fight the
demons behind these things.
Satan can get laws changed to allow these things because he controls the people that makes our
laws and enforces them in the court system.
He also controls education and these things so that they are taught and promoted in schools and in
all the media: Television movies, newspapers, books, education syllabii and in social events.
The church did not bind the demons behind these thing so that they were able to promote their
agendas successfully.
Society no linger reflects the values of God and in some societies Christians are considered radicals
and are persecuted for fighting these things..
The church must battle spiritually to remove the demons behind these things and politically to take
back control of these things in government and t he court system as well as promote the truth to
remove the media control of these things.
The church must learn how to conduct spiritual warfare to do this or become an institution whose
values will be legislated out of society which has occurred in many countries.
Unless the churches combine to do this they will not succeed.
So while denominations seek to preserve themselves rather than evangelise, promote the truths of
Jesus and fight this war Christianity will become more and more marginalised and considered old
fashioned.
The church does not fight Satan so has become irrelevant to society.

